Glyn Jones and Tony Hancock – ‘A Walk On With
Special Skills’
By Tristan Brittain-Dissont
The society was delighted to be contacted out
of the blue by Christopher Beeching in
September. Chris was the long-term partner
of the writer and actor (and many other
things) Glyn Jones, who died in April 2014
(pictured left).
Glyn was a supremely talented creative
whose career spanned many decades,
continents and roles. Born April 27, 1931 in
Durban, South Africa, Glyn was the son of
Llewelyn Jones, a Welsh-born gold
prospector in Southern Rhodesia, and Rosa
Angela Paino, a teacher from northern Natal.
Some of our readers many recognise him in relation to Doctor Who. Glyn holds the
distinction of being the only person to both write for, and appear in, the series. He
penned the classic William Hartnell serial, The Space Museum, in 1964 during the
very early days of the programme. And in 1975, he played the role of Krans in The
Sontaran Experiment, alongside Tom Baker (below, left).
Glyn may also be familiar to readers through his work as chief writer and script editor
on ‘Here Come The Double Deckers’ during the 1970s (below, right). A much more
detailed exposition of Glyn’s life and career can be found on Wikipedia at
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glyn_Jones_(South_African_writer)

The reason for Chris contacting us was because Glyn appeared in the 1959 episode
of Hancock’s Half Hour – The Tycoon (broadcast 13/11/59), as the following
montage he kindly provided to us shows:

Glyn would have got the job through his agent of the time, Perry and Stevens.
Before The Tycoon he had already secured a few non-speaking TV jobs (for
example, in The Army Game, Emergency Ward 10 and The Frankie Howerd Show).
He was having more success in theatre during the period, ending 1958
playing Bosun Herring in a long tour of the musical Grab Me a Gondola.
In subsequent discussions with Chris, I learnt that Glyn left behind a very substantial
archive of documents and paperwork pertaining to his career. Upon further scrutiny
of this, Chris was able to locate two fascinating pieces of ephemera related to Glyn’s
appearance. The first item is his pay slip for the appearance which was attached to
his (long-since cashed) cheque.

Chris also found Glyn’s diary for 1959, and sent us copies of the pages covering the
rehearsal and shooting of The Tycoon.

Unfortunately, Glyn was no Samuel Pepys (or Kenneth Williams, for that matter)
when it came to his diary entries. According to Chris, this caused him no end of
problems when it came to writing his autobiography; there were countless cries of,
'Well, I have the date and name of the job, but what was it?' As such, we do not have
any contemporary insights from Glyn into his experience of working with Tony. His
only reference in his autobiography (published 2012) to this appearance was to say
'Hancock a quivering bundle of nerves, worse than me. This was before he had to
resort to idiot boards.’
In addition, although Glyn was a prolific writer of letters, his appearance on the show
coincided with his father being taken into hospital back home in South Africa having
suffered a stroke (he was, sadly, to die a couple of weeks after the show aired).
Consequently, Glyn’s missives of this time are full of the trauma the family were
going through at the time, as well as, more happily, the pregnancy of his sister,
Ceridwen. Thus far, Chris has not been able to find a contract for this job, which
would be fascinating to read. It may well be that there was no contract, however,

because, to use Chris’ words, ‘it was basically a walk-on with special skills’
engagement.
As an archivist as well as a Hancock fan, my discussions with Chris had already
yielded unique material from our social history as well as yet another link in the story
of The Lad. Astonishingly, yet more was to come.
I mentioned at the outset of this article that Glyn’s mother was Rosa Angela Paino, a
teacher from northern Natal. Born in 1900, Rosa was only ten years old when her
father died in Port Elizabeth. A bright girl with a penchant for mathematics, she was
adopted by an Anglican priest, Ebden Padday. This meant that the Anglican Church
paid for her schooling to the end of high school at St. John’s Diocesan School for
Girls in Pietermaritzburg. She matriculated in 1918 and then had her expenses paid
to attend Teacher Training College at the University in Pietermaritzburg. When this
three year course concluded, aged 21, she began her teaching career, specializing
in English, History and Mathematics. She was posted to a primary school in
Newcastle, Natal in 1921.
Two years prior to this, the entertainers Lou and Reine Cohen, a struggling
vaudeville act, were offered a touring act of Australia. Despite having two young
sons, Maurice (8) and Sollie (6), they accepted the booking and arranged for their
boys to be sent to stay with relatives in Newcastle. This arrangement, which
originally was meant to last a few months, ended up lasting nearly two years, and
was to have a profoundly negative effect upon Sollie’s relationship with his parents.
The boys were enrolled into the government school where Rosa would eventually
start teaching in 1921. In later years, Rosa remembered Sollie as ‘just a little Jewish
boy in her class in Junior School…academically not the brightest spark.’ Over time,
however, she was ‘always happy for his success in theatre’, because Sollie Cohen
was destined to leave South Africa, change his name and forget his past to become
the one and only Sidney James.

Sid James, Aged 4

Rosa Paino, Glyn’s mother, who taught Sid

Sadly, we do not know whether Glyn or Sid ever discussed this coincidence, or
whether it had any bearing upon Glyn’s appearance on the show (although Chris has
suggested that Glyn rarely used his South African origin or network to get breaks). In
any event, Sid was notoriously secretive about his past life in South Africa.
Consequently, it is entirely plausible that even if Glyn had alluded to their shared
background during breaks in rehearsals, Sid might have realised the connection but
kept quiet about it.
In conclusion, it has been a pleasure to delve into this piece of history concerning
Tony and Sid; and to be given the opportunity to raise the profile of Glyn. My thanks
to Glyn’s surviving family, Christopher Beeching, Douglas Foote and Ceridwen
Wiercx, for their kind help in preparing this article and providing the photographs.
Tristan Brittain-Dissont
Archivist, Tony Hancock Appreciation Society
If you would like to learn more about Glyn Jones, then I suggest you visit the
following website.
www.noofficialumbrella.com
Glyn’s autobiography – a fascinating account of a jobbing actor and writer after the
Second World War and beyond – can be bought here.
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Official-Umbrella-Glyn-Idris-Jones/dp/9609947085
Glyn's last ever appearance before the cameras was shot on Crete to promote the
island as a location for film companies. It was winter when the sequence was shot,
so it was rather cold and damp. Glyn was not very well but, ever the true artiste, as
soon as 'action' was called, his old energy flooded forth. Just after his death in April
2014, the piece won the Gold Award for the Best Tourism Video at a worldwide
festival in Baku, Azerbaijan. The director, Theo Papadoulakis, dedicated it to Glyn's
memory.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s3jdQRbbwPs

